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An Illustrated Guide to Furniture History provides upper-level students and instructors
with an alternative visual analytical approach to learning about furniture history from
Antiquity to Postmodernism. Following an immersive teaching model, it presents a NineStep Methodology to help students strengthen their visual literacy and quickly acquire
subject area knowledge. Moving chronologically through key periods in furniture history
and interior design, such as the Renaissance, the Arts and Crafts Movement, and
Modernism, it traverses Europe to America to present a comprehensive foundational
guide to the history of furniture design. Part I addresses furniture within the context of
the built environment, with chapters exploring the historical perspective, construction
principles, and the categorization of furniture. In Part II, the author visually depicts the
structural organization of the methodological process, a three-category framework:
History, Aesthetics, and Visual Notes. The chapters in this part prepare the reader for
the visual analysis that will occur in the final section of the book. The book is lavishly
illustrated in full color with over 300 images to reinforce visual learning and notation. A
must-have reference and study guide for students in industrial and product design,
interior design, and architecture.
With the world at America's doorstep, clear and insightful information on world religions
is more important than ever. This guide presents the evangelistic challenges and
opportunities of the world's religions in a graphic format.
An objective guide to modern-day faiths explores the beliefs, traditions, festivals, and
practices of major faiths and covers the main branches and divisions of each religion,
all accompanied by photographs and illustrations.
Covers animals, climate samples, earth history, biomes, volcanoes, geology, water,
radiation, earthquake samples, plant samples, and so much more! Will teach you how
continents move. Show how mountains are built and then eroded away. Follows our
world on her ever-changing journey in slow motion with acute attention to detail.
Compiles the history of the earth and all of our knowledge on the way the different
pieces of the planet fit together. This inspiring book explains, with info-graphics, 3D
illustrations and surprising cutaways, the function of thousands of organisms, natural
systems and atmospheric systems, geographical and geological phenomena. How the
Earth Works is a work intended to put the world in the hands of all readers, for the
understanding of the most complex mechanisms that rule the natural world. The entire
family will have the perfect editorial ally to get immersed in the intricacies of our planet
and all its natural beauties and creatures.
In this strikingly illustrated and authoritative volume, readers have an introduction to
one of the world's greatest living faiths. 200 color photos, maps & drawings.
A beautifully illustrated exploration of the principles, laws, and wonders that rule our
universe, our world, and our daily lives, from the New York Times bestselling creator of
Lost in Translation.
From an illustrator for San Francisco’s Exploratorium, a visual journey that shows how
beautiful science really is. With original illustrations that deftly explain the strange-buttrue world of science, Seeing Science offers a curated ride through the great mysteries
of the universe. Artist and lay scientist Iris Gottlieb explains among other things: neap
tides, naked mole rats, whale falls, the human heart, the Uncertainty Principle, the ten
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dimensions of string theory, and how glaciers are like Snickers bars. With quirky visual
metaphors and concise factual explanations, she offers just the right amount of
information to stoke the curious mind with a desire to know more about the life forces
that animate both the smallest cell and the biggest black hole. Seeing Science
illustrates, explicates, and celebrates the marvels of science as only art can.
Imagine a plate of crisp, golden, salted fries, and you'll know why this is the world's
favorite food. Who better to write the consummate cultural history and user's guide of
the fry than Blake Lingle, whose fries were recently voted the best in America by U.S.
News & World Report? In this lighthearted ode, Lingle offers a 360-degree look at fries,
from their roots in antiquity, to the long-standing debate as to whether the Belgians or
the French created the first true frites, to their current status as a gourmet treat
(whether dusted with truffle salt or slathered in gravy and cheese curds in that
outrageous Canadian delicacy, poutine). The pop culture and lore of fries includes a
look inside a potato farm and fry factory. Lingle catalogs the many varieties—of shapes,
oils, vegetables, coatings, seasonings, sauces, and pairings—describing what to eat and
drink with your fries. Detailed instructions are given for how to cut, fry, and serve your
own Platonic ideal of the fry. Additional fry know-how is combined with archival images
and new color photography to showcase the glorious tastiness of fries, in this ideal gift
for anyone who can't get enough of the world's favorite food.

Covering six major traditions – Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism,Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam, together with shorter sections onZoroastrianism, Baha'i,
Confucianism, Taoism, and Shinto – InsideWorld Religions brings these faiths
vividly to life by delving beneath the surface to discover what they mean for those
who follow them. Intended for the novice inquirer, the book includes
briefaccessible chapters that ask how, for example, does belonging toa particular
faith affect people's relationships, their celebrationsof special occasions, and the
way they live their daily lives? Illustrated throughout with stunning full-color
photography,Inside World Religions takes the reader on a fascinating journey
through the major faiths of the world.
Insects are quite literally the largest subjects in the natural world, with more than
1 million species known. Using the simple observation that every picture is worth
a thousand words, the 1,000+ photographs in this book are all presented with a
caption that starts the process of discovery. When so many different lifestyles are
possible, simple facts about what an insect does, why, where and how, can turn
into novel and often weird tales. This wonderfully illustrated book is essentially a
photographic guide to the fascinating diverse insect families of the world and is
arranged accordingly. It encompasses all key families, including the likes of
butterflies, dragonflies, beetles, ants, bees, and so on. There are usually two to
four images per page, while some flagship species receive a full page. Each
stunning photograph, taken of wild insects in their natural surroundings, is
accompanied by useful text on identification, interesting features and
geographical distribution. Insects of the World will be an essential reference for
bug enthusiasts everywhere, from children fascinated with creepy crawlies right
through to academics.
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Graced with rich illustrations and written by a team of eminent scholars, this book
presents a wealth of information on faiths around the world. Each chapter in this
volume examines one of seven major world religions--from Judaism to
Christianity and from Islam to Buddhism.
This is a beautifully illustrated guide to birds from around the world. It is a
complete visual guide to birds, detailing identification, distribution, habitat,
behaviour and feeding habits. The birds are grouped by continent and habitat,
such as sea, estuary, lakes ponds, rivers, woodland city and garden. It describes
colourful and unusual species, including boobies, rails, cotingas, toucanets,
barbets, tinamous, conures, tanagers, hoatzins, finches, anis and wrens. It
explains how birds evolved, their special anatomy and both flight and locomotion.
It includes practical tips to help you identify birds more easily. This is a
comprehensive visual guide to the major species that birdwatchers around the
world may encounter, plus many rare and unusual ones as well. In your garden,
in the city or on a remote seashore, birdwatching can be a fun pursuit. This book
features useful information and practical tips to help you observe these intriguing
creatures. With over 600 colour illustrations and photographs, this volume will
prove an essential reference guide for the whole family.
Have you ever looked at a car and wondered how it worked? Maybe an airplane
piqued your curiosity, or the arches of a particular building, or maybe a piece of
technology that you handle daily, such as your phone? Objects, history, places,
processes... all fall under the umbrella of "thing." Learn about how these things
developed over time and how they impacted the course of human development.
From ancient chariots of war, to the telegraph, to the technologies of the future,
learn about the mechanics of the world around us. With full color cross sections,
this new and revised version of How Things Work updates readers on questions
of the ever-evolving world around us. More than 100 "things" are dissected so
that one can examine the inner workings from milk production to touch screens.
The book is broken categorically into ten sections (Ancient Civilizations,
Architecture, Communication, Energy, Everyday Technology, Food Industry,
Machines of War, Science, Space Exploration, Transportation), readers are given
a complete education on the mechanics of the world around them. Each chapter
has eleven subjects that are dissected through diagrams and cross sections with
cut away images to show what is really under the surface of each item and
process. A thematic index at the end allows one to easily locate all items of
interest. The world is a complex and confusing place. How Things Work does it's
best to bring down the confusion a little bit.
Collection of the most important mythological traditions of the world with more
than 500 color photographs, line art, charts, and maps.
A definative encyclopaedia of the most important tanks in history: over 230 tanks
are shown in 500 colour and black & white photographs. Tanks from every corner
of the world including those used in WWI and WWII. Specification boxes provide
at a glance information.
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Includes in-depth profiles of fish, shells, corals, shrimp, worms, crabs, sponges,
jellyfish, starfish, sharks, turtles, dolphins, porpoises, seals, walruses and whales.
Discusses primate evolution, behavior, and classification, and provides detailed
information and illustrations, arranged geographically, on every family and nearly
three hundred species.
"In addition to a detailed historical overview of firearms from the medieval period
to the present day, the book also contains 350 entries on individual guns. Each
entry explains the history of the firearm, plus a full specification."--Front flap of
dustjacket.
Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with the official illustrated guide to the
#1 New York Times bestselling series featuring exclusive illustrations, character
profiles, and more! This must-have edition -- the only official guide -- is the
definitive encyclopedic reference to the Twilight Saga and provides readers with
everything they need to further explore the unforgettable world Stephenie Meyer
created in Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, and The Short Second
Life of Bree Tanner. This comprehensive handbook -- essential for every Twilight
Saga fan -- is full-color throughout with nearly 100 gorgeous illustrations and
photographs and with exclusive material, character profiles, genealogical charts,
maps, extensive cross-references, and much more. It's here! #1 bestselling
author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with
the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read
Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary
phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Looks at ancient myths and legends, how they are interpreted today, and what
they mean now.
In the contemporary world the Islamic community is represented by around 1.4
billion people or twenty-five percent of the global population, from a wide range of
ethnic, national linguistic, theological, political and socioeconomic backgrounds.
This book comprehensively explores the life and work of Muhammad, the history
of Islam, Islamic beliefs and doctrine, and religious practices and worship.
Beautifully illustrated with more than 500 fine-art paintings, artworks, maps and
photographs, and including a helpful timeline, it offers a comprehensive
introduction to and overview of a complex and often misunderstood religion.
Succinct chapters provide an excellent guide to understanding Islam, Buddhism,
Hinduism, Judaism, Taoism, Shintoism, and more.
An exhaustive and up-to-date summary of world flags, from the smallest states to
the largest countries.
Profiles locomotives around the world, detailing specifications for each train's
builder, client, gauge, class, axle arrangement, dimensions, rating, and speed.
Bats: An Illustrated Guide to All Species looks in detail at the more than 1,300 species known
today. Nocturnal, fast-flying and secretive, they are endlessly fascinating, yet extremely difficult
to observe and catalogue. The diversity of bats is both rich and underestimated and the threats
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they face from humans are very real. This guide illuminates the world of bats and reveals their
true nature as intelligent, social and deeply misunderstood creatures. This extravagantly
illustrated handbook features the work of famed nature photographer Merlin D. Tuttle and indepth profiles of 288 bats, from the Large Flying Fox, which has a wingspan of more than five
feet, to the Bumblebee Bat, contender for the world's smallest mammal. Bats includes close-up
images of these animals' delicate and intricate forms and faces, each shaped by evolution to
meet the demands of an extraordinarily specialized life, and a thorough introduction which
explores their natural history and unique adaptations to life on the wing.
Looks at the history of a variety of signs, symbols, ciphers, and codes in all areas of society,
discussing their development, how codes were broken, and how codes were used in secret
societies.
Step inside the world of the Eisner Award-winning Lumberjanes like never before with an
illustrated look into the lives of the lady-types that the Lumberjanes have taken as their role
models—along with fun facts and humorous insights from the Lumberjanes themselves! From
The Arts, Sciences, Activism, Politics, and Social Work to Groundbreakers and the Generally
Rad, you’ll learn all about incredible figures such as Bessie Coleman, Juliette Gordon Low,
Sally Ride, and more! THE ENCYCLOPEDIA LUMBERJANICA is perfect for teachers and
caregivers, and an unforgettable keepsake for Lumberjanes fans.
Retaining all the beloved qualities of Huston Smith's classic The Religions of Man and the
current fully revised and updated The World's Religions, this stunning pictorial presentation
refines the text to its wonderful essentials. In detailed, absorbing, richly illustrated, and highly
readable chapters on Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Islam, Judaism, Christianity
and primal religions, we find refreshing and fascinating presentations of both the differences
and the similarities among the worldwide religious traditions. The approach is at once classic
and contemporary, retaining all the empathy, eloquence and erudition that millions of readers
love about the earlier editions, while being edited and designed for a contemporary general
readership. This delightful marriage of winsome text and remarkable pictures vividly brings to
life the scope and vision of Huston Smith's expertise and insight.
Tolkien's works have inspired artists for generations and have given rise to myriad
interpretations of the rich and magical worlds he created. The Illustrated World of Tolkien
gathers together artworks and essays from expert illustrators, painters and etchers, and
fascinating and scholarly writing from renowned Tolkien expert David Day, and is an exquisite
reference guide for any fan of Tolkien's work, Tolkien's world and the imaginative brilliance his
vision inspired.
Discusses the physical properties of various rocks and minerals and gives instructions for
collecting and identifying specimens.
Steampunk—a grafting of Victorian aesthetic and punk rock attitude onto various forms of
science-fiction culture—is a phenomenon that has come to influence film, literature, art, music,
fashion, and more. The Steampunk Bible is the first compendium about the movement, tracing
its roots in the works of Jules Verne and H. G. Wells through its most recent expression in
movies such as Sherlock Holmes. Its adherents celebrate the inventor as an artist and hero, reenvisioning and crafting retro technologies including antiquated airships and robots. A
burgeoning DIY community has brought a distinctive Victorian-fantasy style to their crafts and
art. Steampunk evokes a sense of adventure and discovery, and embraces extinct
technologies as a way of talking about the future. This ultimate manual will appeal to
aficionados and novices alike as author Jeff VanderMeer takes the reader on a wild ride
through the clockwork corridors of Steampunk history. Praise for The Steampunk Bible: "The
Steampunk Bible is an informed, informative and beautifully illustrated survey of the subject."
-The Financial Times "The Steampunk Bible is far and away the most intriguing catalog of all
things steam yet written." -The Austin Chronicle “It’s hard to imagine how VanderMeer and
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Chambers could have put together a stronger collection. Its publication marks a significant, selfconscious moment in the history of the movement.” —PopMatters.com
A comprehensive introduction to the religions of the world analyzed from a Christian
perspective Nelson's Illustrated Guide to Religions covers more than 200 religions, sects, and
cults, most of them ones the reader might encounter on any given day. It is the most complete
and up-to-date Christian guide to world religions. Perfect for the student as well as the
layperson. Written by leading expert in religions, James A. Beverley.

A tour of a day in an Edwardian-era manor begins with the work of servants and
culminates in a dinner party, in a text containing accounts from masters and
servants and profiles of such individuals as Winston Churchill and Virginia Woolf.
A fascinating and informative guide to the Buddhistfaith, from the life of the
Buddha through to modern dayBuddhism, beautifully illustrated with more than
300inspirational photographs of paintings, statues, important historical sites and
archaeological finds
The essential book for everyone interested in sharks, from the expert requiring a
major reference work, to the layperson fascinated by their beauty, biology and
diversity. Packed with unique colour illustrations, line drawings and photographs,
the book is well-presented and easy to use. It is currently the only single guide to
cover over 500 of the world's shark species. It incorporates the most recent
taxonomic revisions of many shark families, featuring not only many species that
were only described in recent years, but several more that are still awaiting their
scientific names. Its production is timely. Overfishing and the shark fin trade have
pushed sharks into the most threatened categories of marine animals. Their
depletion has serious implications for the stability of marine ecosystems. Some
species are now listed in international environmental agreements, including the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES), and they are becoming a management priority for many regional
fisheries management organisations. Implementation of conservation and
fisheries management measures, and international trade regulation is impossible
without a good identification guide.
This impressive encyclopedia is both a fascinating history of the aircraft carrier's
development and a comprehensive visual directory of more than 170 of the
world's aviation ships over nearly a century. With magnificent illustrations and upto-date information, this book provides both enthusiasts and historians with key
information about the world's aircraft carriers, and is essential reference for
everyone interested in naval aviation.
The Illustrated Guide to World ReligionsBethany House Pub
"Features more than 375 beautifully shot photographs and concise artworks [of
the world's rocks]."--P. [4] of cover.
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